
Seed Beads and Starlight J u l i e  W a l k e r

Julie’s beady friend Jane Grant-Tougas went to Chicago and brought back a

beautiful base metal necklace. The piece inspired Julie to re-create the look of

the metal necklace with seed beads and crystals. The result is a shimmering

piece perfect for your next soiree.
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necklace strand
1: Work one side of the necklace, beginning
with sections of seed beads and following with
7 bicone clusters: use 24" of thread to string
1A and pass through it again twice to create a
tension bead, leaving a 15" tail. String 1B,
1 bicone, 1B, and 20A three times.

2: Cluster. String 1B, one 8mm round, 1B,
and 10A. Pass through the first A and pull
snug to form a circle. String 1 bicone and pass
back through the sixth A (Figure 1). String
1 bicone and pass through the first A so that
you have 2 bicones back-to-back within the
circle of beads (Figure 2).

3: String 1B and pass back up through the
8mm round. String 1B and pass down through
the adjacent B, the 8mm round, 1B, and 6A
to exit the bottom of the circle (Figure 3).

4: Repeat Step 2 to make another bicone clus-
ter. String 1B and pass back up through the
previous 8mm round. String 1B and pass
through the sixth A from the previous circle,
then down through the adjacent B, the 8mm
round, 1B, and 6A to exit the bottom of the
circle (Figure 4). Repeat to make 5 more clus-
ters; set aside.

5: Repeat Steps 1–4 to work the other side of
the necklace; for the final cluster, string 1A,
pass through 2A of the last cluster on the pre-
vious strand, string 5A, and pass through the
first A to form a circle (Figure 5a). Add
2 bicones as before.

6: Make a third cluster that shares beads with
both final clusters: exit the fifth A of the pre-
vious cluster, string 8A, and pass through the
seventh A of the other cluster to form a circle
(Figure 5b). Add 2 bicones as before, exiting
the bottom A.

7: Fringe. String 1B, 15A, 1B, 1 bicone, one
8mm round, 1 bicone, and 3B; skipping the
last 3B, pass back through all the beads just
strung (Figure 5c) and the bottom A of the
last circle. Repeat twice, stringing 20A (instead
of 15) for a second fringe, and 25A for a third
fringe. Pass back through beads to secure the
thread and trim.

8: Clasp. Remove the tension bead from one
of the tail threads. String one half of the clasp
and pass through the 1B, bicone, and 1B set.
String 20A and 1B and pass through the next
bicone; string 1B, 20A, and 1B and pass
through the next bicone; string 1B and 20A
and pass through the 1B, the 8mm round, and
the 1B below it. Pass back through the adja-
cent B, the 8mm round, and the rest of the
strand back up to the clasp. Pass through the
clasp again and through the strand. Secure the
thread and trim. Repeat with the other tail
thread for the other half of the necklace. �

Julie Walker (aka j. letitia designs) is the proud mother of

four beautiful daughters and NaNa to one (Andre). She has

been beading for eight years and designing her own jew-

elry for six of those years. She is the owner of The Bead

Cage in Kettering, Ohio, www.beadcage.net.

RESOURCES
Check your local bead shop or contact: Seed beads,

Swarovski crystals, fire-polished beads, and clasp: Jane’s

Fiber & Beads, (888) 497-2665, www.janesfiberand

beads.com or Bead Cage, (937) 395-0590.

Materials

10 g silver-lined clear size 11° Japanese

seed beads (A)

7 g purple metallic size 11° Japanese

seed beads (B)

42 amethyst AB 4mm crystal bicones

17 light amethyst 8mm fire-polished rounds

1 brushed silver 10mm ball-and-socket

clasp

7' of 6 lb braided beading thread

Tools

Size 11 beading needle

Scissors
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FINISHED SIZE 183⁄4"
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RISK-FREE 
TRIALOFFER
Discover the inner bead artist in you.

You don’t have to be a designer or a beading pro to make
beautiful jewelry, and you don’t have to hunt all over for
inspiring designs.

From cover to cover, Beadwork magazine gives you great
projects, from the beginner to the advanced. Every issue is
packed full of step-by-step instructions, easy-to-under-
stand illustrations, plus well-written, lively articles sure to
inspire. Each article brings you all the bead news to keep in
the know and in fashion.

Take advantage of this special risk-free offer today!

www.interweave.com/go/bwkJPDG6


